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Picking on the Poor: the Contradictions of Theory and Neoliberal Critique.  
A response to Stasja Koot’s paper on the Contradictions of Capitalism for 





The relevance of neoliberal critique of a community-owned, but commercially managed lodge, 
is examined with regard to Stasja Koot’s paper on “The contradictions of capitalism” published 
in the Journal of Sustainable Tourism in 2016. Koot focuses on the ≠Khomani’s relationship 
with !Xaus Lodge in the Kalahari.  This response critiques Koot’s methodology, theory and 
conclusions. This rejoinder provides the missing history of the project discussed, and details 
the financial evidence that cautions Koot’s interpretations. My analysis cautions about the 
relevance and use of his application of  David Harvey’s Marxist-derived theory of spatial and 
temporal fixes.  This response’s assessment is that Koot’s conclusions are arrived at without 
sufficient supporting evidence, and that his theory-led argument conceals a myriad of 
contextual contradictions. Some comment is offered on researcher’s positions and 
responsibilities.  
 
Keywords:  Bushmen, Kalahari, indigenous tourism, action research, neoliberalism, 
development, ethics 
 
!Xaus Lodge in the Southern African Kalahari Desert, is, for Stasja Koot (2016), a neoliberal 
villain, a metonym for everything wrong with global capitalism.  His question, ‘who controls 
indigenous tourism?’ links to his assumption that in transitional societies the shift from state-
led to market-based economies enhances broader contradictions.  The contradictions that 
impacted !Xaus from before its erection on a sand dune in a vast desert overlooking an immense 
salt pan below, are the subject of a 10 year research project that spans South Africa, Namibia 
and Botswana, on which Koot draws. This project’s team has worked with the ≠Khomani 
Bushmen over a much longer period, specifically with regard to their organic understandings 
of ontologies of work, employment cycles, self-representation and on being represented. Also 
studied by the project are the ≠Khomani’s  indigenous cosmological concepts of what 
constitutes development (Dyll 2014). Our overarching project, now named Rethinking 
Indigeneity,   also examines the ways in which research encounters in the field seriously 
question both normative and critical theory (Tomaselli, Dyll and Francis, 2008;  Tomaselli 
2012; 2015). The objective is to interface positivist approaches with critical indigenous 
qualitative methodologies (Denzon et al 2008) where our subjects are re-positioned as research 
participants and indeed, co-contributors of knowledge. In other words, we work in partnership 
with our hosts, rather than ‘for’ or ‘on’ them, or for some other entity that manages them.  Via 
this methodology, as will become evident below, strategic research partnerships have 
developed between my research team and the management and community owner stakeholders. 
 
Since much of our critique was previously shared with Koot, my response will not surprise 
him, but it is necessary for his article's readers.   Having researched the vexed project that is 
!Xaus, the record must be corrected with regard to this poverty-alleviation initiative that is 
managed by Transfrontier Parks Destinations (TFPD), a for-profit social enterprise.  
   
This article  has a two-fold objective.  First, it is a response to Koot’s (2016) observations on 
!Xaus Lodge.  My article comments on: i) flaws in Koot’s methodology; ii) what I argue is an 
unproblematised and uncontextualised application of  unreconstituted theory ill-suited to  his 
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study site and also the idiosyncratic political-economic relations within which it is embedded. 
Further, iii)  the challenges faced by the management company, TFPD, require discussion;  and 
finally,   iv) the specific issue under my own microscope is – who is responsible for regional 
economic development?  
 
Second, my article will examine how David Harvey’s (2005) theory of fixes is inappropriately 
reconstituted to argue an a priori position, irrespective of political economy.  
 
Koot assumes that: i) if the indigenous do not manage what they own, then they are inevitably 
‘controlled’ by whites as representatives of  global neo-liberal capital, and ii) that branding that 
hails indigeneity fails to ‘trickle down’ wealth to those who are iii) constituted by the brand, 
but who iv) had no hand in creating it.  Then, he v) suggests that   “economic growth” is the 
responsibility of (white) managers who remain “entangled in colonial paternalism (baasskap) 
but who nevertheless lack a “broader understanding of development” (p.1).  These are just 
some of the issues that I hope to partially untangle here.  
 
A Clarifying History 
 
 
!Xaus Lodge, located in a very remote area in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park (KTP), with 
just 24 beds in 12 poorly constructed and designed small thatched units linked by boardwalks 
over  the dunes, was ill-advisedly erected by the Department of Environmental Affairs and 
Tourism (DEAT) in the early 2000s. Ownership was then ceded by DEAT to two  local 
communities, the ≠Khomani, via its Community Property Association (CPA) and the small 
town of Mier, via its municipality, on whose respective reclaimed lands the lodge has 
straddled.   Game is sparse in this section of the Park, save for a single pride of lions, and on 
completion, the lodge lacked drinking water, electricity or transport access. This state-funded 
complex was a near-ecological disaster that had already materialized before TFPD was invited 
to manage !Xaus.  The TFPD stipulations of what is known as a “Co-operation Lodge” required 
that a working capital loan be provided by the national government’s Industrial Development 
Corporation (IDC) to fund the operating losses anticipated to be incurred in the first four to 
five years of operation before break-even and then profitability is reached.  The TFPD business 
model first ensures that all parties are able to cooperate, following which a network of teams 
is marshalled to operationalise the facility.  The TFPD Foundation endeavours to raise grants 
from a variety of organizations for improvements at its sites (e.g. solar power) (Mezias and 
Fakhreddin 2013). 
 
TFPD’s objective, as agreed with the ≠Khomani, was to enable the indigene to re-claim 
symbolic and access rights over this ancestral space that remains under the South African 
National Parks (SANParks) administration, despite SANParks’ opposition to the land claim. 
This included TFPD negotiating with SANParks that Vetkat Regopstaan Kruiper, one of the 
senior family members of the ≠Khomani’s Kruiper family, be buried at the Lodge following 
his untimely death just a few weeks before !Xaus was to open to the public.  
 
The initial !Xaus project had nothing to do with neoliberal capital, or a shift to a market-led 
economy, or TFPD. Neoliberalism is opposed to state intervention; it offers a theory that 
assumes that well-being is best advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial freedoms and 
skills within an institutional framework underpinned by inalienable private property rights, free 
markets, and free trade. The state’s role is to create and preserve an institutional framework 




DEAT’s objective, however, concerned post-apartheid redress – valorising land returned to the 
≠Khomani and the Mier communities respectively, that had been appropriated by the state 
during apartheid to establish the Kalahari Gemsbok Park in 1931.   !Xaus resulted directly from 
state intervention, and is not owned by individuals, commercial corporate entities or its 
managers. Its buildings were not financed by capital, banks or private firms - but by the state.   
 
The two involuntary owner-communities – the Mier and the ≠Khomani - had by 2006 written 
off the built project as just another development failure imposed by distant bureaucrats who 
needed to tick outcome boxes to justify their public expenditure. Eventually, SANParks and 
other stakeholders put up the decaying asset for management tender.  TFPD was the only 
bidder prepared to walk into the proverbial lion’s den. 
  
Where Koot  metonymically leverages the Lodge to take on the big fish of global capitalism, 
my team (all of whom are cited in his paper) worked with the small fish, searching for solutions 
to make the lodge viable and to enable multiplier effects for the local communities. Our 
enduring relationship with the ≠Khomani positioned us to respond positively to their request 
that we work in a strategic partnership with TFPD to help rescue the lodge on their behalf.  The 
background is the ≠Khomani’s recurring complaint about the extractive nature of research and 
the fact that researchers ‘take’ but they do not always return (i.e. in the form of publications, 
solutions, development, and in person)  and that academics  do not sufficiently engage in 
research that is useful to them - the ≠Khomani  (see Tomaselli et al. 2005).  
 
TFPD in 2006 entered into a series of strategic partnerships with state departments, NGOs and 
universities, including the Centre for Communication, Media and Society (CCMS), University 
of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), where I was then director.  The !Xaus research constituted  just a 
few of the scores of interdisciplinary studies conducted by CCMS's graduate students, faculty 
and by its international affiliates. These broader studies were funded by UKZN, statutory 
national research foundations, the Northern Cape provincial government and health and 
education agencies. Our research was not funded by any corporate entity at any time. The team 
drew on development and health communication principles, critical cultural tourism, cultural 
and media studies and visual anthropology theories and practices.  
 
The conditions agreed to by TFPD included: i) full financial disclosure relating to !Xaus,  and 
ii) that it facilitate rather than direct the research done.   Through my own facilitation, the profit 
and loss statements, and financial multiplier effects on the local communities were made 
available to Koot for both his PhD thesis (2013) and the article published in this journal. He 
discussed his research at very great length with me and the CEO of TFPD, as is kindly 
acknowledged at the end of his article.   
 
Notwithstanding these discussions and disclosure, four key points need emphasis:  
1. !Xaus Lodge cannot be the saviour of the Bushman or the Mier. Twenty-four tourist 
beds (12 of which are ≠Khomani-owned) are insufficient to generate returns to resolve 
400 years of inequity across communities spread throughout a huge desert that spans 
five countries.  Apart from the  restitution of 50,000 hectares within the South African 
side of the Park to the Mier and a ≠Khomani group assembled from about 2000 
individuals claiming First People status,  concluded in May 2002, the government has 
implemented other mechanisms to address pressing structural and human rights issues 
(see Grant 2011), some successful, some not (SAHRC Report 2004).   
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2. TFPD’s tactical decision to make !Xaus employment-heavy to address the DEAT 
poverty-alleviation objective dictates the high tariffs, which in turn imposed certain pre-
requisites as far as managerial and hospitality worker skills were required. 
3. The CCMS team conducted itself within an action research framework geared to 
shaping outcomes as processes unfolded, all the while critiquing DEAT’s top-down 
development strategies that ignored local indigenous knowledge or concerns that 
resulted in ill-advised infrastructural developments like !Xaus. Our approach works in 
a dialectical relationship with stakeholders to effect systematic improvements in the 
quality of life at the local level (see Dyll-Myklebust, 2012; Dyll-Myklebust & Finlay, 
2012; Finlay, 2009).  Koot disparages these efforts by corporate entities as he takes on 
the evil of global capital in what for him is a much more important war. The question 
for any ethical researcher is, to whom is one accountable?  In our situationally specific 
case we identified the local ≠Khomani and Mier stakeholders as our immediate 
responsibility. 
3. The CCMS association with Koot was to facilitate interactions with the ≠Khomani and 
management of !Xaus and Molopo lodges. His conclusions, clearly, contest our own, 
and it is my intention to show how this has occurred. 
 
Theoretical Issues 
Koot’s (over-determining) structuralist paradigm is unable to take cognizance of data and 
development strategies that caution his a priori conceptual framework.  The article, as the most 
recent iteration of his PhD, did respond partially to my earlier critiques, but lacks solutions to 
the problems it expounds, other than two unelaborated statements.  His first claim is that the 
contradiction in capitalism (with regard to the exchange value of authenticity) “… can be 
solved with a psychological fix”, which is a “promise to deliver an extraordinary experience of 
mystery and enchantment felt to be lacking in everyday life […] as a response to problems of 
modern capitalist development” (Fletcher & Neves, 2012, p. 66).  
 
Second, with regard to fair trade certification, Koot claims that this can be solved with a “social 
fix”,  which is an attempt to undo past injustices by delivering proper wages to producers (citing 
Fletcher & Neves, 2012), but that the promise of “job creation” is simply rhetoric (citing 
Brooks et al. 2012). This careless use of sophisticated theory devised to analyse big capital in 
general, sourced by Robert Fletcher (2011) to Karl Marx (1973) underestimates the complexity 
of David Harvey’s (2005) original formulation and the way that it has been elaborated, 
critiqued and applied by subsequent scholars (see e.g., Jessop 2006).  
 
Harvey’s nuanced theory of ‘fixes’ offers a framework of advanced capitalism that only in parts 
applies to the !Xaus example. A spatial fix, for example, is the process that entails the 
exportation of excess capital (from the [global or metropolitan] cores) to new underdeveloped 
places where it can be innovatively reinvested (in the !Xaus case, on the extreme periphery).  
Ecotourism is the usual example offered in tourism studies (see, e.g., Brennan and Allen 2001; 
De Villiers 2008).  At first glance, !Xaus might be seen to fit this capitalist fix perfectly also.  
The remote !Xaus complex was, however, built with public funds  and its shareholders are 
statutory bodies. As such, the Marxist principal of over-accumulation does not easily apply in 
this case.  
 
Over-accumulation is a factor in the causation of crises of capital. Such crises occur when 
internal contradictions intrinsic to capitalism result in reconfigurations of production. (DO 
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YOU HAVE A CITATION FOR THIS ?) Accumulation requires the continual reinvestment 
of surplus value (profits). Koot’s assumption is that the state, or that TFPD, a very small social 
enterprise, was looking to invest its surplus value in a different place (in TFPD’s case, from 
Cape Town where it is based), is the issue here. Theoretically, such investment occurs in 
attempts to establish the conditions for new rounds of accumulation, based on post-fordist 
models of resource and labour extraction that eliminate archaic modes of production, and which 
automate labour. As will become clear below, this devaluation, the jettisoning of economic and 
technological driftwood, is not part of the TFPD business model. If anything, it is labour-heavy. 
TFPD has never accumulated for its shareholders significant surplus value from its community-
related projects, while the !Xaus start-up capital came from the public purse.  This is a reverse 
fix.   
 
TFPD, as a Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) compliant company, is not controlled by 
international capital nor by foreign operators. Neither is it subsidised by the state, though 
significant state and NGO development funding is sourced for the camps and lodges it 
manages, with improvements belonging to the beneficiaries. TFPD is caught in a “space-time 
fix” as it is reliant on private bank and Industrial Development Corporation, a state-funded 
entity,  loans and shareholder support, all the while hoping that the downstream profit will 
result in financial sustainability for !Xaus as is required by the state’s mandate. The ‘temporal 
fix’, which involves displacing excess capital into future return, is reliant on a 20 year lease.   
 
Harvey’s (2005) theory of neoliberalism cannot be thus unproblematically assumed to apply 
without recontextualisation into the Kalahari space-economy as a one-size-fits-all template. 
This is because South Africa’s historically scrambled development periodization bears little 
resemblance to the global capitalist core – much of the economy is owned by the state, managed 
via state-owned enterprises (SOEs)  (public transport, telecommunications, power generation, 
broadcasting, national parks, petrochemicals, intercity highway management, agriculture etc.). 
Besides, Harvey and Fletcher’s analyses are just that, they are not assigning blame on the 
hapless peripheral victims of neoliberal machinations. 
 
What is also lacking from Koot’s study is analysis of tourists themselves and how they 
encounter, interact with, and what they learn from the indigenous people working at cultural 
villages.  Eco and cultural tourists are not the usual ‘mass’ moving about in “tourist bubbles”, 
oblivious of myths about First Peoples and how they brand themselves or how they are branded 
by their employers. Tourists to such cultural spaces are not unaware of modes and the 
relationships between (tourism) production and consumption. Thoughtful tourists are critically 
reflective of their experiences and encounters, and they do interact intelligently with cultural 
performers as real people performing age-old roles in a (post)-modern world (Tomaselli 2002; 
Finlay and Barnabas 2012).  Not all tourists, for example, expect the Afrikaans-speaking 
≠Khomani at !Xaus to speak N/u, but rather German, as did one party from that country.  If 
nothing else, this disappointed group, learned that diversity (and modernity) is the global norm. 
Such extreme ethnocentric responses, however, are the exception, and further muddy the notion 
of a ‘psychological fix’, to use Koot’s welcome addition to the lexicon critical of neoliberalism. 
 
The solution, Koot claims, is that capitalism must solve its own contradictions.  Capital does 
not, however, solve its own contradictions; rather it creates them and then manoeuvers through 
them to expand its ever growing reach, ever expanding the contradictions, all the while leaving 
those working at ground level to clean up the mess. In other words, crises to which capital 
contributes create new opportunities for economic growth for the core while exacerbating class 




The conjuncture in which !Xaus was developed by DEAT was not due to the need to invest 
surplus profits, nor because of overproduction (the excess of supply over demand)  in the then 
South African tourism industry.   The project aimed to address the plight of remote 
communities in a post-apartheid context of land restitution, job creation, and income 
distribution.   
 
If tourism expansion is typified as “accumulation though dispossession” (Fletcher 2011:455) 
as it most certainly was during apartheid, though contradictorily so, then in the post-apartheid 
era tourism expansion was enabled (at !Xaus at least) through a process of taxpayer-funded re-
possession, which the state hoped would result in local accumulation by the Mier and 
≠Khomani beneficiaries especially.   
 
Researcher Position   
 
In prior correspondence about the issues raised, Koot absolved himself of responsibility 
towards problem-solving or the communities he is writing about in this particular paper:  “…it 
is not necessary to provide any 'solutions' to so-called 'problems' but to unravel dynamics, 
processes and discourse that often stay underneath the surface … this is simply not my job 
(unless I am hired by someone to do so of course).  The 'fixes' I describe are fixes of capitalism 
…and therefore should be seen as separated from any practical solutions for any particular 
situation at !Xaus” (email to G. O’Leary, TFPD, CEO, 28 October 2014).   
 
We appreciate the positivist paradigm’s separation of positions (and power) – so to speak – the 
theorist from the practitioner, and we accept that Koot has much bigger theoretical fish to fry. 
But, he - as are all academics - is equally entrapped in elements of these fixes, as is indicated 
in his separation – in this particular case – of critique from action. Since overproduction of 
capital that needs to find ever more sites of investment is the villain here, then, as argues Max 
Haivan (2014)  with regard to restructuring universities, (where academics are employed), the 
result is a crisis of overproduction of social and cultural analysis.  This kind of overproduction 
is obsessed with “increasingly incomprehensible theoretical posturing and ‘knowledge 
production’ that creates the illusion of progress while actually feeding the system” (2014: 60-
1, also see Chapter 4).  This positivist fix fixes research practice as unreflexive and objective, 
legitimizing our socially alienated stance; while another suggests that we can offer ourselves 
as hired consultants, a key practice contributing to the “magnifications of capitalism”.  Yet, 
Koot evidences no self-reflexive awareness of how these relations have fixed him into an 
alienated researcher position with regard to !Xaus; which is not the case where his own highly 
textured action research projects in Namibia are concerned (Huncke and Koot 2012;  Koot 
2014, 2016). In Koot’s own terms, as a contributor to overproduction of theory, which he has 
generated through its own contradictions, he now positions himself as a consultant who can do 
this job.  
  
In contrast to Koot’s impressionistic assessment, the !Xaus audited financial statements reveal 
that TFPD is feeding significant financial returns to the stakeholders and local services and 
suppliers. It has also allocated shares to the two communities’ official bodies in !Xaus Lodge 
(Pty) Ltd, the management  company of the lodge set up by TFPD.  
  
Why, then, is the hard data not considered?   TFPD and all associated with it are damned if 
they do and damned if they don’t.  The allocation of shares in !Xaus Lodge (Pty) Ltd, for 
example, could permit the accusation that the ≠Khomani (and Mier) are now also integrated 
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into the machinations of global capital.  Have the beneficiaries really become the new 
exploiters, the exporters of surplus capital, contributing to crises of over-accumulation?  Are 
the crafters really being paid at less than the full value of their labour and products?  What 
options exist other than to exploit the contradictions of capitalism to protect their livelihood 




The methodological issue for us is Koot’s tendency to offer argument-by-assertion, lacking 
dialectical reasoning, triangulation of data/information, or deeper structural critique in the 
Kantian sense.  Instead, the reader is presented with first, an anti-neoliberal criticism derived from 
a Northern critique of itself whose relevance to !Xaus  is tenuous;  second,  a dismissal  of Dyll-
Myklebust's (2012, 2014) much more rigorous periodized study, where she followed the process before 
!Xaus went operational, during and after opening to guests. This longitudinal analysis, aided by Finlay 
and Barnabas’s (2012,) participatory research with ≠Khomani participants on how they wanted to 
represent themselves in the promotional materials, discusses the significance of the community-lodge 
partnership model that developed. DEAT had appealed to the private sector (i.e. small local capital) to 
clean up its own failure to adhere to its own developmental criteria.  Surplus value dodges these kinds 
of ‘opportunities’ that continuously absorb investment without delivering profits, let alone surplus 
value. Dyll-Myklebust’s model has been adapted to other TFPD projects, most of which are linked to 
similarly ill-advised provincial poverty-alleviation initiatives. This new model of micro development is 
able to navigate the often previously impossible to traverse conditions that wreck such initiatives even 
where appropriately located (see Sathiyah 2013;   Sheik, 2014). 
Finally, there is Koot’s penchant for the shoehorning of  his ≠Khomani sources’ literal comments into 
a theory critical of neoliberalism that offers conclusions ahead of the reader being taken through the 
research or shown the evidence.  In other words, the article tells readers what the conclusions are 
without being shown how they are arrived at.  
 
Koot's general critique of global capitalism was not our focus. We do not disagree with what 
his sources told him – they tell us the same stories, they tell every researcher the same stories, 
often. These interactions have multiple functions:  first, they are intended by the ≠Khomani 
individuals concerned to develop and leverage opportunistic patron-client relations with 
visitors, whom they often simply see as resources (Tomaselli and Dyll-Myklebust 2015).   
Second, they test the seriousness of purpose of researchers, journalists and writers;  and third, 
the ≠Khomani especially, amongst the most studied communities on earth, are playing with 
academics, sending them on wild goose chases, subverting their objectives, and falsifying the 
data they are sometimes employed to collect (see Ellis 2014;  also Glyn 2013: 4, 213).  It takes 
time, effort and repeated return visits to crack the mischievous facades, and to get beyond the 
level of appearance and self-myth-making.  So, when Dawid, the traditional leader told Koot 
(2013: 194) that he did not know who the owners of !Xaus are,   one could   have simply 
reminded Dawid that he had signed the concession documents with TFPD in the presence of 
many witnesses (including this author). 
Are ≠Khomani comments taken literally because they fit easily with neoliberal critique? That 
is, of Africans, Bushmen, inevitably, as neo-colonial victims with ‘whites’ mechanistically cast 
as unreconstituted (racist) exploiters?  These perceptions are only one undigested element in a 
very complex !Xaus equation that involves numerous statutory stakeholders (SANParks, 
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DEAT, Northern Cape Department of Tourism,  TFPD, the Mier Municipality, the ≠Khomani 
CPA, the Joint Management Board (JMB) and others.  
     The myriad contradictions that nearly sank the project before it had even opened its 
doors (after major refurbishment funded by numerous partners, the only access being by way 
of a badly rutted  4x4 track over 36 kms of dunes) need to be acknowledged.    While the 
business model developed by TFPD is certainly pioneering it is not operating in a normative 
capitalist environment. TFPD had to respond for better or for worse to very specific, somewhat 
unique, conditions not of its own making. 
Where Koot claims to have avoided co-optation by corporate interests by not being able to 
afford staying at !Xaus, the CCMS team did reside there: at first in the dusty windswept 
unfurnished rotting infrastructure when we joined a delegation ahead of the signing of the 
agreement between TFPD, the Mier municipality, CPA and the state departments in 2007. Then 
we later camped and worked in the half-completed and what was to become comfortable 
workers’ quarters where we intensively interacted with the first cohort of ≠Khomani employees 
and the first batch of tourists.  We engaged with management and workers at the staff and 
tourist camp fires, in sub-zero temperatures, together and successively, for many hours, over 
many days and over many visits. Our final visit was to bury internationally-known artist Vetkat 
Regopstaan Kruiper (2015) at !Xaus, the place he considered sacred.   
One research trajectory generated principles that took the ≠Khomani world view into account, 
in how THEY wanted to work – three week rotations, how THEY wanted to interact with 
guests (via a craft studio), what THEY wanted to wear during these interactions, and so on.  
Nowhere is this acknowledged in Koot’s published work. This particular group of indigenous 
are not just helpless victims constructed by TFPD and the state as commercialised units of 
social value, without agency, and permitted none, even though they may claim this status. 
 
Baaskap (Afrikaans, ‘Boss-ship’, applied to managing blacks) 
On a second level, Koot’s recurring motif of baasskap needs discussion.   Ill-advised is the 
loose use of this term that characterised apartheid relations of production in an unelaborated ad 
homonym way and its all-too-easy easy application in an entirely different conjuncture (i.e. 
discursive othering of specific individuals who in Koot’s script just happen to be white CEOs).  
Baasskap is a very emotive word that needs to be better defined and unpacked in terms of 
boss/baas-labour and lodge-community relations, employment practices and historical (white) 
Afrikaner hegemony. It is the residual ethnic practices of baasskap that should be so identified 
if any can be found, in relation to the post-apartheid experience of the #Khomani in 
particular. The management practices that typify the majority multiracial ownerships of TFPD 
and !Xaus on the one hand, and the current (white) Afrikaner family ownership of Molopo 
Lodge on the other that serves a totally different clientele, are utterly different, as are their 
respective lodge-community relations and management structures, cultures and practices.    
‘Baas’ also has a positive connotation, and can be used as a form of endearment, of respect, by 
Bushmen, all the while of course underpinned by their uncanny fostering of client-patron 
relations (as the subaltern) as a form of economic survival, leverage of white, western guilt and 
charity.   The contradiction, which can be ‘fixed’, is that Koot allows his theory to lead him 
deterministically, almost by the nose, rather than to modify theory to take into account the 
specifics of the local context and the real people with whom he was working.  He does not 
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recontextualise or reconstitute the theory to explain situations adequately in this particular 
study, though he does offer a self-critique when he subjects himself when working in Namibia 
to his perhaps self-identified closet baasskap tendencies (Koot 2016). 
An ongoing dialogue between TFPD and !Xaus and the owner communities has resulted in 
substantive developments in the four years since Koot’s fieldwork was completed. For 
example,  
 A change of lodge management enabled a new Lodge/community relationship 
involving community elders to build effective and mutually supportive 
relationships. 
 Participation since 2007 by elected representatives from both the ≠Khomani and 
Mier who, together with SANParks, attend  quarterly JMB meetings (including at 
!Xaus). JMBs are constituted by the state. Development plans, management issues 
and financial results relating to !Xaus Lodge are discussed. A reading of the JMB 
minutes suggest that !Xaus was held to a high degree of accountability by 
SANParks  and the two (white) external technical advisors who represented the 
≠Khomani.  Their work was very detailed, immersive and on-the-ground and they 
– like all of us - were beset by fractional interests in trying to navigate through wider 
community politics 
 The recruitment, training and promotion of previously unskilled members of the 
community to fill skilled positions on the Lodge staff complement. 
 The support of crafters who want to move into full-time Lodge positions (when 
available), with the necessary work-experience and training. 
Does baasskap continue, then, to exist at Xaus?  Some vague unperiodized references are 
provided by Koot to earlier times in an Afrikaner Nationalist ethnic economy when this form 
of boss-labour behaviour did indeed occur.  Labour law, equity legislation, and BEE 
requirements, seemingly dismissed as cosmetic by Koot, have fundamentally changed the way 
that projects are now done and the ways in which reputable businesses conduct themselves. 
Julie Grant (2011) addresses the question of consultation when communities are unwilling or 
perhaps unable to articulate their preferred development choices, or where communities are too 
disempowered, unassertive, disorganised or uneducated to make their own business decisions, 
or where they are unaware of the choices available.  Mentoring relationships are not just a form 
of (racist) hegemony (or parenting or colonial discourse).   
The Finances 
TFPD was in 2010 running a R1.45 million deficit while visitor related spending totalling 
R5.1 million took place in the Gordonia area where local service providers  
In addition, the Mier municipality and #Khomani  CPA will after 10 years be allocated an 
additional 10%  shareholding in Xaus Lodge (Pty) Ltd, to be added to the 7% allocated at 
the commencement of the contract. They will thus own 17% of Xaus Lodge (Pty) Ltd, the 
management company, as well as the 50% each community owns of the built and movable 
assets.  
It is through the CPA that community-destined dividends are allocated. Despite the 
significant sums earned, the dysfunctional #Khomani CPA has yet to resolve its own 
internal difficulties in how the income should be managed, invested or distributed, so much 
so, that it was put under administration by the state in 2015.  This, in fact, is why ≠Khomani 
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individuals complain, because the funds accrue to the CPA rather than to them 
individually. As Koot himself realises, at some point the baas  needs to step away and let 
the community find their own resolutions.  Understandably, TFPD is reluctant to become 
involved in community governance and financial and allocation procedures. Such 
mechanisms are the purview of the groot baas (big boss), the state itself, in consultation 
with the beneficiaries. 
We appreciate the conclusion about the “magnification of contradictions” but the 
disbursement of the earnings is a matter for the individual crafters and employees 
concerned on the one hand and the CPA and Mier municipalities where collective 
allocations are distributed, on the other. No-one appreciates being told by a third party on 
how he/she must distribute his own income because his/her position is part of the magnified 
contradictions of global capitalism?  This discourse seeks to deny poor people the right to 
earn a living wage and dispose of it as they wish. On inauguration, the staff were already 
earning between 70% and 300% more than previously, depending on their performance 
(Mesias and Fakhreddin 2013, p.4), For example,  38% of the revenue generated for the area 
by !Xaus Lodge has directly benefited community members through concession fees, wages, sale 
of crafts, protection of their Lodge asset etc. A further 14% was spent with the businesses of the 
small town, Askham, four hours drive away, benefitting the local economy whilst 35% was spent 
in Upington where the direct impact, whilst benefitting the regional economy, may not be as 
significant for the local communities. The balance of 13% goes to SANParks for its conservation 
activities. 
Accommodation is expensive because of the high number of jobs in relation to the number of tourist 
beds available, as well as to the high logistical cost associated with operating a Lodge located 360 km 
(and six hours drive) from Upington. Bed night tariffs do not ? cover major refurbishment, research, 
and provincial support.  Those costs are picked up by the taxpayer. As a 4-star fully catered 
accommodation facility providing guided activities, !Xaus  has created significantly more job 
opportunities than equivalent self-catering lodges in the Kgalagadi. Locals comprise 93.3% of the staff 
complement, with Mier in a slight majority. Having started at the Lodge with little, if any, hospitality 
experience, most employees have benefitted from in-house training, making them employable across a 
wider set of opportunities. Contrary to creating a “complication” by offering such “luxury tourism”, 
TFPD has actually created real opportunities for empowerment and skills across a variety of categories 
such as housekeeping, restaurant, chefs, food and beverage management, drivers and guides, with !Xaus 
being able to claim credit for providing the opportunity for a staff member initially employed as a 
housekeeper to become the first certified Mier-recruited female guide in the Kgalagadi.  Currently, there 
are about 100 people in the extended families that benefit from these salaries.  
Fair Trade accreditation, despite Koot’s theoretical arguments to the contrary, has not increased the 
monetary value of the !Xaus Lodge tourism product. The average rate achieved by the Lodge was 9.5% 
higher in 2015 than in 2010 when first certified. This is significantly below the CPIX i.e. the average 
annual inflation rate of around 6% per annum for the past five years experienced by the South African 
economy. Certification assessment is conducted by an independent organisation, Flo Cert, which base 
their criteria on International Labour Organisation standards.i 
The overproduction of theory often ignores the administrative problems, micro contradictions, 
and the mundane threats to projects. Just one recurring example illustrates this problem:   across 
the country, local communities sometimes blockade park entrances because of grievances 
unrelated to working conditions; equipment is stolen, and en route to remote areas travellers 
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might be faced with destructive service delivery protests that block off roads and destroy civil 
infrastructure  for sometimes weeks on end. 
  
On Doing Field Research: Some General Observations 
≠Khomani sources can be disingenuous. This occurs when they manipulate researchers to make 
particular observations while scoring points against other researchers, or competing internal 
constituencies, or generating client-patron relations.  
Examples exist all over South Africa of completed state-funded  high-end lodges that are 
rotting, often unused, in conservation and tribal areas, because the local indigenous 
stakeholders, chiefs, CPAs, JMBs, tribal authorities,  individuals,  parks, provinces, etc., cannot 
agree on who owns them, on how and who to manage them, how to staff them or on how to 
share the proceeds. These finished buildings are just abandoned along with their movable assets 
and sometimes are ransacked.  Such conditions do not, where such ill-planned lodges are 
occasionally operational, make for guest-friendly experiences.  Just one bad experience can kill 
a whole market.ii  The waste is just incredible in a country where the vast majority are living 
in poverty.  State appeals to private enterprise (pejoratively typified in the article as ‘baasskap’) 
to rescue these projects are legion.   Neoliberal capital and corporate enterprises simply do not 
operate in this way.  
TFPD, for all its alleged flaws, has facilitated partnerships with academics from a variety of 
disciplines and institutions to cooperate in developing innovative development models that 
actually work for people on the ground. Mistakes are made, but the project actually learns from 
these, while manoeuvring though endlessly frustrating legal, regulatory and administrative and 
political economic conditions not of its making. 
An abiding dilemma in development occurs where communities lack skills and business 
acumen to successfully operate formal enterprises. And, as we learned at an early stage, ≠ 
Khomani individuals do not necessarily want office jobs and structured  daily work  routines, 
career pathing or to be rooted in one place. Also, communities impacted by wide-scale 
substance use are not up to the task of running a formal business. 
A further dilemma, observed Johan van Schalkwyk, of the Provincial Tourism Department and 
head of the Economic Development Agency, is that:  
government fails to build capacity in communities, despite efforts to achieve just that  - starting 
with a poor schooling system, not being able to eradicate social ills and amplified by a lack of 
specialist skills within the ranks of government employees (social development, rural 
development, local government, tourism, economic development related departments). We are 
supposed to assist the community to overcome deficiencies in their CPA, to overcome skills 
gaps to become employees worthy of decent pay and to take up their management role in their 
own right... 
The above creates a failure of double whammy proportions.  Then, what if Xaus Lodge had 
only white employees? Would they have been treated differently then? No, because capital as 
a rule regards employees just as a resource (commodity) to be acquired and managed at 
minimum cost to company. So the accusation of "baasskap" comes with a lot of historical 
baggage, used by Koot to seek an opportunity to sniff out (racism and) capitalist wrong-doing 
which then sends his paper in a completely different and not so objective direction (e-mail, 
from ?, 22 April 2016).   
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If baasskap is “just a derogatory term to describe neo-liberal management practice” (email, 
Carter, 15 April 2015), then it applies everywhere, not just at Molopo and !Xaus. Observes 
Roger Carter, manager of Molopo Lodge in the early 2000s, “The Bushmen are micro 
Capitalists in that everything is sellable and they do not save; they convert cash to alcohol, 
drugs and ultimately food” (16 April 2016).  Carter had developed a unique set of relations 
with the ≠Khomani which could not be described as baasskap. The new Molopo owner-
management has a very different style, whose stark variances with TFPD notwithstanding, has 
also supported some developmental projects. 
If we understand baasskap as a discourse, one that frames the way things are perceived to be 
done, then one needs to consider the following: 
 TFPD is not paid by the state to manage !Xaus, though the ≠Khomani and Mier   
benefitted from state resources for its construction.  TFPD thus has no option but to 
ensure that !Xaus becomes profitable in order to recover its investment. 
 Staffing is always an issue, especially where adults are minimally literate, which adds 
to development and training costs.  At the national scale, most of the huge multibillion 
rand state-owned enterprises are failing, or have failed, because of the grievous 
inadequacies (not to mention corruption) of hugely over-paid top managements that 
lack the necessary experience, qualifications and professional expertise to run them and 
who, in many cases, are playing to crony agendas that are wrecking such corporations, 
and imperilling the national economy to boot. 
 The constant suspicion of TFPD’s detractors (germinated in suspicions about capital in 
general, in the context of cultures of entitlement) is an issue for critics who do not risk 
their personal investments. Indicators of responsible practice are legion in the case of 
!Xaus:  annual mandatory auditing of its books;  the conferral of all sorts of awards for 
fair trade, poverty alleviation, the state endorsement of an operation that was abandoned 
by all other competitors as being unviable. 
 What is clear from my own team’s interactions with managers and staff across the 
current national TFPD portfolio is that the firm operates on a tightly controlled cost 
budget, and, whilst paying the majority of local staff better than the national minimum 
wage for the hospitality sector, it applies a less-than market -average salary model for 
its senior managers which also applies to its directors.  Supporting this salary sacrifice 
is high commitment, high expertize, in-depth experience, where the directors and many 
managers are looking for social fulfilment while almost on a mission of sorts.  This 
conclusion was reached 10 years after my initial, then impressionistic, assessment of 
the contribution that the newly established TFPD wanted to undertake (see Tomaselli 
2012: 1-17). It is this model that has resulted in the “positive social impacts for the 
owners and the local area” (Mesias and Fakhreddin 2013: 1), but which also is 
distrusted by TFPD’s critics. 
 Just because one holds shares in an enterprise does not automatically mean that one has 
the skills or commitment to manage it. An analogy might help to explain the flaw in 
Koot’s argument. A firm like Sanlam (a major South African  wealth management 
business)  manages a property they own by leasing it to individual companies from 
which the lessees are able to operate a business in which they are professionally skilled 
(but without telling the lessees who they should and shouldn’t employ).  Similarly, the 
Mier and ≠Khomani were involved in managing the appointment of a company (TFPD) 
to operate the hospitality business of their joint asset. TFPD, the Lessee, reports to the 
JMB, the Lessor (comprising representatives of the Mier, Khomani San and SANParks) 




!Xaus is embedded within the formal financial sector, subject to onerous state-compiled tender 
conditions and expectations, tax compliance, auditing, regulatory and related legislative 
regimes that require legal compliance. Hospitality skills are easier to teach on the job to 
partially or uneducated staff than are the professions that require many years of specialist 
education.  Few in the Kalahari have high school, let alone post school education, another 
dimension of state failure.  
Human Rights Issues:  State Neglect 
A second set of South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) public hearings were held 
in Upington during April 2016 regarding the state’s neglect of indigenous peoples of South 
Africa.  Observed Julie Grant, project co-ordinator of the !Ae!Hai Kalahari Heritage Park: 
A comparison of the 2004 SAHRC Khomani report and conditions today show that there has 
been no progress made…The Dept. of Rural Dev Land Affairs (DRDLA) has not been 
forthcoming with funds to equip the farms manager and communication between them and the 
administrator is almost non-existent. Essentially the various government bodies are not coming 
to the party....again! There is talk of going back to court but there seem to be no consequences 
for non-compliance of court orders! (email, 16 April 2017) 
No-shows at the hearing included key departments like  DRDLA, Education, and Social 
Development,  amongst others. The ≠Khomani complained of inadequate government 
commitment to education, both general schooling and traditional, inadequate health care and 
support, and a lack of representation in government through the House of Traditional 
Representatives. 
Remaining Contradictions 
The outstanding (and perhaps unresolvable) contradictions that recur are: how to reconcile a 
luxury lodge with the realities of poverty, unemployment, and identity as they affect the ≠Khomani in 
particular. These conditions do contribute to a magnification of  contradictions that since the end of 
the Cold War now occur everywhere, not just at !Xaus. The rates charged bring into focus the 
dilemma when government as sponsor dictates objectives to the operating company. Over-
accumulation thus may well become the mechanism (in the long-term) to ensure sustainability of the 
lodge. The absence of a locally-recruited manager after 10 years could well be a barometer of the 
slow pace  and intrinsic dilemma of real transformation in deprived communities. Van Schalkwyk  
has alluded to partial state failure in this regard.  (WHO IS VAN SCHALKWYCK ?) Does 
!Xaus really represent the communities' respective heritages especially in ways that the visitor can 
feel and experience them?  Kate Finlay’s (2009) work with guests and the ≠Khomani addressed this 
issue as and when the lodge first opened.   If visitors get no more than a transactional experience no 
different from any other luxury lodge,then deprived communities can, at best, reclaim access to lost 
ancestral land.   
If TFPD declines to take on the broader responsibility of regional economic development and poverty 
alleviation over and above !Xaus’s multiplier effect, does not researcher responsibility also implicate 
academics in doing useful  research that is not simply critique?  Despite the original mess that TFPD 
had to resolve, will it in the end have benefited from the state’s capital investment in !Xaus?  Thus, 
ethically, should TFPD and/or !Xaus not  share in the responsibility for community development, 
especially because they intimately know the context of institutionalized deprivation?  But, then, what 
is development?  The stimulation of local services and products, employment, training, learning, 
taking self-responsibility are aspects of development.  Or, does development rely inexorably on state 
subsidies and donor handouts?  If so, to whom? Can TFPD afford to evade a responsibility wider than 
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the multiplier effect given the fact that it operates a facility that is co-owned by differentially 
historically deprived communities, and  notwithstanding the hundreds of millions of state and donor 
funding allocated to the ≠Khomani and Mier land claims since 1998? 
These state-funded tourism projects always seem to be reverse engineered.  They start with the 
erection of buildings, usually in the middle of nowhere, at the behest of some ideological, party-
political or constituency impulse.  On completion, the penny drops:  who will manage the facility in 
relation to some of the most baffling and inter-reticulated and complicated stakeholder networks ever 
devised?  From where will the tourists be drawn, how will facilities be marketed, who will do the 
bookings and financial management, who will do the training of local staff, and who is responsible for 
maintenance, access, repairs and so on?  How does one traverse extreme distances in managing these 
sites and what is the time-distance-access cost?   
Of course, it could also be argued that where the ≠ Khomani tell tall stories, so might we or TFPD.  
Capital’s critics are always suspicious of commercial enterprise, and one might ask how it is that 
TFPD is able to sustain itself across so many projects in four provinces in the light of the !Xaus (and 
perhaps other debt)  that  its audited statements indicate it is servicing.  In the case of business the 
evaluation process is undertaken by auditors and tax returns, where an academic paper would be 
subjected to peer review.  Paper trails are thus generated that can be assessed by third parties. Both 
procedures are flawed, but they are the best practices available.  
The taking at face value of what ≠Khomani individuals say is not a problem in and of itself, but what 
they say should be checked, cross-referenced, triangulated and consistently interrogated and treated 
with scepticism until corroborated. Koot would no doubt make the same argument relating to the 
poverty alleviation awards that !Xaus has earned, that these are just neoliberal window dressing. But 
such decisions are usually made on the basis of factual data, independent evaluative committees, and 
transparent methodologies, not conjectureiii.  
To conclude 
Development studies often involves the study of project failure. !Xaus is an example of how 
failure has been translated into financial success for the beneficiaries (R26 million over 9 years)  
even as it stretches the resources of TFPD and draws the ire of critics like Koot and others for 
failing to take on a larger roleiv.  
TFPD has made unviable projects viable, sourced the funds needed to refurbish physically 
degraded lodges and camps, re-motivated stakeholders and staff and did so with a view to 
developing local nodes of tourism activity linked to income generation that exert multiplier 
effects.  To dismiss this as ‘the trickle-down effect’ is misleading as the projects were funded 
by the public in the first place, and in the case of !Xaus, it is the shareholders, TFPD claims, 
who are servicing  the debt.   
Economic growth is the responsibility of governments enabled through the state.    The state, 
in the case of !Xaus, transferred a myriad of contradictions to TFPD and the respective 
community-based owners of !Xaus.  These are a microcosm of state failure at a national level. 
In the case of community owned tourism sites, private enterprise was asked to do the job that 
the state could not do. More broadly, TFPD is involved in the rescue of a network of tourism 
ventures that was started with state investment, which is owned and managed by local 
communities. Every community-owner is enmeshed in both provincial and national legislation 
and local tribal authorities and customary law.  Educational levels of staff at !Xaus vary from 
very little to university entrance examinations (matriculation), whereas at TFPD’s other sites, 
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educational levels include post-matriculation, making recruitment, appointment and promotion 
of local blacks to management levels much easier and much more rapid. It is not just a case of 
setting up a lodge and handing over.  
One success of !Xaus has been the creation of a public-private partnership model in the tourism 
sector in a political environment that, though dependent on capital for its tax base,  is utterly 
hostile to the private sector.  Who controls !Xaus as an example of indigenous tourism?  The 
answer is much more complicated, contradictory and confusing than Koot’s analysis allows.  
If anything is to be learned from this discussion it is to engage one’s sources, to read the sub-
texts, to examine the hard data and to engage in dialectical argument.  Then, one can talk about 
fixes. 
To end, Koot’s descriptive work on the ≠Khomani is actually very useful, as it captures many 
stories and perceptions known to all of us, but not previously recorded in such quotidian detail. 
But, as we all know, the devil is in the details. 
i  http://www.fairtrade.org.za/content/page/fairtrade‐standards 
ii  When !Xaus was managed by an inexperienced and uncommitted management team drawn from the 
≠Khomani,, the observation written by a German tour operator was “the impression that we had disturbed the 
staff and they would have liked to be on their own without the guests (email: 28 November 2007.)   This 
complaint is a common one where managers fail to act like managers and just leave guests to their own devices.   
iii  !Xaus won the Gold Award in the category of “Best for Poverty Reduction” at the World Travel Market 
Africa Awards, Cape Town in April 2016. This follows the Gold Award received by TFPD in 2015 in the same 
category. This is the first time the award has been made in successive years to the same company/associated 
entities. The citation highlights the transparency of information provided as a key factor in making the award. 
See: http://www.responsibletravel.com/awards/africa/winners-2016.htm and in part reads: 
The judges were particularly impressed by both the scale of the contribution and the transparent quantification 
of the economic and social benefits flowing to the economically poor and marginalized communities of the 
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